MBAMP is dedicated to providing students a rich, rigorous, and coherent mathematics curriculum taught by competent and confident mathematics teachers who foster ALL students’ proficiency in mathematics—achieving equity in quality.

MBAMP programs enhance teachers’ mathematical and pedagogical content knowledge. ALL teachers and students become mathematical thinkers as they explain, describe, investigate, conjecture, and justify.

All Programs are aligned to the Common Core Standards

• Monthly Colloquia: Tools for implementing the CCSS and Math Practice standards: Common Core Series, and Math Teachers’ Circle series, in San Benito and Santa Cruz counties

• Contracting with Districts: Providing a variety of services including implementation of the Common Core, and the Standards for Mathematical Practice.

• Summer Institutes at UCSC: Every year at the end of June

• Three Saturday 1-Day conferences every quarter at UCSC: Fall conference (Math/Science) Saturday Sept 13. Winter (Math/Art) and Spring (Emergent Math) conference TBA.

• Independent Study Program: Teachers design their own independent study around PD topics that they find relevant.

• Math Festivals: Organizing a math festival at your school.

Please visit MBAMP at http://mbamp.ucsc.edu

Program Director Judith Montgomery judithm@ucsc.edu